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QUESTION 1

Landlord: When are you going to pay last month\\'s rent? 

Renter: First, I\\'ve already paid it. Secondly, I don\\'t owe you anything. Third, not until you fix the heater. 

The weakness in the renter\\'s response is best expressed by which one of the following? 

A. He contradicts himself. 

B. He dislikes the landlord. 

C. He assumes the landlord has a poor memory. 

D. He repeats himself. 

E. He makes no sense. 

Correct Answer: A 

The renter\\'s third statement contradicts his second statement. 

 

QUESTION 2

In our solar system only one of the nine planets-- Earth--qualifies as fit to sustain life. Nonetheless, using this ratio, and
considering the astonishingly large number of planetary systems in the universe, we must conclude that the number of
planets fit to sustain some form of life is extremely large. 

The argument is questionable because it presumes which one of the following without providing justification? 

A. If a planet is Earth like, then life will arise on it. 

B. Our solar system is similar to many other planetary systems in the universe. 

C. The conditions necessary for life to begin are well understood. 

D. Life similar to Earth\\'s could evolve under conditions very different from those on Earth. 

E. Most other planetary systems in the universe have nine planets. 

Correct Answer: B 

The stem tells us the argument is flawed, and even tells us the source of the problem: an unjustified assumption. So
we\\'ll bring all of our strategies for Flaw and Assumption questions to bear on the problem. The author concludes that
there are a lot of planets able to sustain life, based on the fact that one out of the nine planets in our solar system
sustains life, and there are a huge number of planetary systems in the universe. If, similar to our system, roughly one
planet in each other system can sustain life, then this makes sense -- but what if this is not the case? What if the same
ratio doesn\\'t obtain out there in the far reaches of the universe? Then the conclusion would be unsupported. For the
conclusion to stand, our solar system must be similar to many other systems (at least in this respect), and no evidence
is provided to that effect. 
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QUESTION 3

Henry: An average American car driver drives a thousand miles per month. If all American car drivers drove only five
miles less daily, their monthly mileage would reduce by 15 percent. Five miles is ten thousand steps, the amount of daily
walking recommended by doctors for good health. Therefore, if the government could persuade car drivers to drive five
miles less daily and walk that distance instead, the total transport-related carbon emissions in the United States would
reduce by 15 percent. 

Bill: Cars are responsible for 30 percent of all transport-related carbon emissions in the United States. 

Bill\\'s response to Henry proceeds by A. refuting an assumption on which Henry\\'s argument relies 

B. discrediting Henry\\'s argument by giving of erroneous information 

C. arguing that the benefit of Henry\\'s hypothetical measure might also be achieved in another way 

D. citing seemingly irrefutable evidence that contradicts one of the stated premises on which Henry\\'s argument
depends 

E. providing additional information in support of Henry\\'s argument 

Correct Answer: A 

Argument construction 

Henry tells us that: 

An average American car driver drives a thousand miles per month. 

1. So, if all American car drivers drove only five miles less daily, their monthly mileage would reduce by 15 

percent (5 ?30 = 150 miles = 15% of 1000 miles). 

Five miles is ten thousand steps, the amount of daily walking recommended by doctors for good health. 

Therefore, if the government can persuade car drivers to drive five miles less daily and walk that distance instead, the
total transport-related carbon emissions in the United States would reduce by 15 percent. 

Bill responds to Henry by saying that cars are responsible for only 30 percent of all transport-related carbon emissions
in the United States. 

Understanding how the argument proceeds Let\\'s dissect the argument. 

When we strip Henry\\'s argument to its essence, it is this: 

\\'Reducing average monthly mileage of American car owners by 15 percent would reduce the total transport-related
carbon emissions in the United States by 15 percent.\\' 

So, Henry is assuming that only car owners are responsible for transport-related carbon emissions in the United States.
In his mind, the formula for transport-related carbon emissions is: 

(Total transport-related carbon emissions per month) = (Average carbon emissions made per car mile) ? (Average
monthly miles driven per driver) ?(Number of drivers) 

Note that the right-hand side of this equation would give \\'total car-related carbon emissions per month\\'. Henry
assumes that this number is equal to \\'total transport-related carbon emissions per month\\'. 
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By pointing out that total car-related carbon emissions are, in fact, only 30 percent of all transport-related carbon
emissions in the United States, Bill is telling Henry that his assumption was mistaken. And due to this mistake, Henry\\'s
argument is incorrect. 

Let\\'s analyze each option one by one. 

Answer choices explanation [refuting an assumption on which Henry\\'s argument relies] This is correct. It accords with
the discussion done in the argument analysis above. 

[discrediting Henry\\'s argument by giving of erroneous information] This is incorrect. We have no reason to decide that
the information given by Bill is erroneous. 

[arguing that the benefit of Henry\\'s hypothetical measure might also be achieved in another way] This is incorrect. The
benefit of Henry\\'s hypothetical measure is a 15 percent reduction in the total transport-related carbon emissions in the
United States. Bill suggests no other way to achieve this benefit. 

[citing seemingly irrefutable evidence that contradicts one of the stated premises on which Henry\\'s argument depends]
This is incorrect. The stated premises on which Henry\\'s argument depends are: If all American car drivers drove only
five miles less daily, their monthly mileage would reduce by 15 percent. Five miles is ten thousand steps to walk. (The
argument also makes use of an unstated premise (that is, an assumption): all transport-related carbon emissions in the
United States are made by cars.) Bill\\'s response does not contradict either of the two stated premises listed above.
Further, Bill cites evidence that contradicts Henry\\'s claim, not a premise. 

[providing additional information in support of Henry\\'s argument] This is incorrect. As discussed in the analysis section
above, Bill\\'s response does not support Henry\\'s argument. 

 

QUESTION 4

Each of seven television programs -- H, J, L, P, Q, S, V -- is assigned a different rank: from first through 

seventh (from most popular to least popular). The ranking is consistent with the following conditions: 

J and L are each less popular than H. 

J is more popular than Q. 

S and V are each less popular than L. 

P and S are each less popular than Q. 

S is not seventh. 

If Q is more popular than L, then each of the following must be true of the ranking EXCEPT: 

A. H is first. 

B. L is fourth. 

C. V is not fourth. 

D. J is not third. 

E. Q is third 

Correct Answer: B 
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Following the new if, we must insert L below the original "H--J--Q" at the top of the sequence. 

We then must add S and V (in either order) below L, and must insert P with care, since we know only that 

P is ranked below Q. Clearly H is first and Q is third, J is second, so option [J is not third.] is true. And 

since V falls below at least four other entities (H, J, Q, and L), therefore option [V is not fourth] is true. 

 

QUESTION 5

Tribal communities in North America believe that their traditional languages are valuable resources that must be
maintained. However, these traditional languages can fall into disuse when some of the effects of the majority culture on
tribal life serve as barriers between a community and its traditional forms of social, economic, or spiritual interaction. In
some communities the barrier has been overcome because people have recognized that language loss is serious and
have taken action to prevent it, primarily through community self-teaching. 

Before any community can systematically and formally teach a traditional language to its younger members, it must first
document the language\\'s grammar; for example, a group of Northern Utes spent two years conducting a thorough
analysis and classification of Northern Ute linguistic structures. The grammatical information is then arranged in
sequence from the simpler to the more complex types of usage, and methods are devised to present the sequence in
ways that will be most useful and appropriate to the culture. 

Certain obstacles can stand in the way of developing these teaching methods. One is the difficulty a community may
encounter when it attempts to write down elements (particularly the spellings of words) of a language that has been
primarily oral for centuries, as is often the case with traditional languages. Sometimes this difficulty can simply be a
matter of the lack of acceptable written equivalents for certain sounds in the traditional language: problems arise
because of an insistence that every sound in the language have a unique written equivalent ?a desirable but ultimately
frustrating condition that no written language has ever fully satisfied. 

Another obstacle is dialect. There may be many language traditions in a particular community; which one is to be written
down and taught? The Northern Utes decided not to standardize their language, agreeing that various phonetic
spellings of words would be accepted as long as their meanings were clear. Although this troubled some community
members who favored Western notions of standard language writing or whose training in Western-style linguistics was
especially rigid, the lack of standard orthography made sense in the context of the community\\'s needs. Within a year
after the adoption of instruction in the Northern Ute language, even elementary school children could write and speak it
effectively. 

It has been argued that the attempt to write down traditional languages is misguided and unnecessary; after all, in many
cases these languages have been transmitted in their oral form since their origins. Defenders of the practice counter
that they are writing down their languages precisely because of a general decline in oral traditions, but they concede
that languages could be preserved in their oral form if a community made every effort to eschew aspects of the majority
culture that make this preservation difficult. 

Which one of the following most accurately describes the author\\'s attitude toward the goal of having a written language
exactly match its oral equivalent? 

A. conviction that an exact match is all but impossible to achieve 

B. doubt that an exact match is worthy of consideration even in principle 

C. faith that an exact match is attainable if certain obstacles are eliminated 

D. confidence that an exact match can easily be accomplished in most languages 

E. suspicion that the motives behind the attempts to achieve the goal are not entirely benevolent 
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Correct Answer: A 

We don\\'t get much authorial opinion in this one, but this question focuses one of the few things the author does seem
to tell us in her own voice, above and beyond the purely descriptive tone of her narrative. The notion of written
equivalents comes up in 3 as part of the difficulties faced in writing down a predominantly oral language. At the end of
the, the author states that creating written equivalents for every traditional sound is "a desirable but ultimately frustrating
condition that no written language has ever fully satisfied." The prospect of having a written language exactly match the
oral? Sounds like this author believes it can\\'t be done. 
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